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Electron Velocity Distributions Near Colllsionless Shocks

William C. Feldman

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, W 87545
*

ABSTRACT

Recent studies of the amount of electron heating and of the Shapesof
electron velocity distributions across shocks near the earth are reviewed. It

is found that electron heating increases with increasing shock strength but is

always less than the ion \eatfng. The scale length of ●lectron heating is also

less than that for the ions. Electron velocity distributions show

characteristic shapes which depend on the strength of the shocks. At the

weaker shocks, electron heating is mostly perpendicular to the ambient magnetic

field, i, and results in Gaussian-shaped velocity distrl.butionsar lcw-to-

moderate energies. At the stronger shocks, parallel heating predominates

resultfng in flat-topped velocity distributions. A ren~onable interpretation

of these results indicates that at the weaker shocks electron heating is

dominated by a tendency toward conservation of the magnetic moment. At the

stranger fa~t-mode shocks, this heating iS thought to be dnminated by an

ai-.eleration parallel to ~ produced by the macro~copic shock ●lectric field

follow?d by beam driven plasma Inatabilitles. Some contribution to the heating

at the Itrangttr shocks from contiervationof the magnetic moment and cross-field

current-driven instabilities cannot be ruled out. Although the heating at

S1O= mode ehockc is tilsodominated by Incitabilltiesdriven by magnetic field-

aligned electron beams, their acceleration mechanism iu not yet tstabllnhed.
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1. Introduction——

Collisionless.shocks are a ubiquitous structure present in astrophysical

plasmas. They form naturally from the

by temporal and/or spatial perturbations

interstellar plasmas. Although their

steepening of pressure waves generated

induced in both the interplanetary and

gross structure is determined by the

macroscopic conservation laws, their internal structure depends importantly on

details of the microscopic dissipation mechanisms necessitated by the gross

structure. This internal structure is in turn Important since it regulates the

ilow of energy from the steepened wave to other channels which affect the

ambient medium on a global scale. The amount of electron ”heating as well ac

the detailed shapes of electron velocity distributions near collisionless

shocks ata a very sensitive p:obe of this internal strvcture because the energy

density of the shock-associated electric mid ma~etlc fields is generally large

compared to the energy density of the upstream electron population.

The purpose of this paper is to review precent knowledge of electron

heating at colliuionless shocks in near-earth plasmas, It is organized into

two.distinct sections; the amount of heating when electrons are viewed as a

fluid (section 2), and tl-~ heatinq mectianismas determined from measured shapes

of elactron velocity distributions (seccion 3), Section 4 provides a summary

and conclusion.

From the

decades hav~

fluid viewpoint, in situ measurement made cve~ the past two

ehown the ‘magnitude of electron heating to increase with

increasing shock strength but to be generally less than the magnitude of ion

heating. Electrou. aroalso observmd to heat over a length scale shortez than
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that over which the Ions heat. From the microscopic viewpoint, shapes of

electron velocity distributions across many shocks

mechanism of heating depends on shock strength.

the observed heating is consistent with a tendency

near the earth show that tile

At the weaker shocks most of

to conserve the magnetic

moment. In contrast, at the stronger shocks, electron heating is generally

thought to be dominated by an acceleration parallel to the magnetic field, i,

followe: ~: beam-driven plasma Instabilities.

2. Fluid Electron Heatinq

Conservation of mass, momentum and energy requires the heating of s plasma

upon passage from the upstream to downstream sides of a shock (see e.g. Tidman

and Krall, 1971). The same conservation laws require the ratio of downstream

to upstream temperatures, T(d/u), to increase with Increasing shock strength.

Another parameter which should increase monotonically with increasing shock

strength is the ratio of downstream to upstream densities, N(d/u). Because of

these facto, various theoretical application of the resultant shock-jump

conditions (es approximated by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations) to general

astrophysical situations have replaced the energy conservation equation by a

simple polytrope law, T(d/u) = N(d/u)y-l to simplify the calculations.

According to thermodynamics, if the transition is adiabatic, y is the ratio of

specific heats and therefore provides a measure of the number of degrees of

freedom which participate in the compression. How?ver, a necessary limitation

of all fluid theories is that none can predict the partition of the resultant

heating betwee!! electron and Son components of the plasma. Such pertitlon

depends on a v,~riety cf microprocesaes requiring a nonlinear, kinetic

description of gas.
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It has long been known that collislonless shocks do not heat electrons as

efficiently a they heat ions (Montgomery et al. 1970; Hundhausen et al., 1970;

Hundhausen, 1970a,b). An example which illustrates this fact for measurements

across both the earth-s bow shock and an interplanetary shock cm 26 Feb., 1969

is shown in Figure 1 (Hundhausen et al., 1970). Whereas the ratios of

downstream to upstream electron temperatures are Te(d/u) ~ 2.8 and 1.1 for the

bow shock and interplanetary shocks, respectively, those for the proton

temperatures are T
P

representative of

bow shock have been

(d/u) : 50 and 3.3, respectively. These ratios are fairly

average conditions. Electron temperature ratios across the

observed to range between 1.25 and 9.5 with an average of

about 3.O (Montgomery et al., 1970; Scu4der et al., 1973; Bame et al., 1979;

Ogilvie and Scudder, 1979). The same ratio across interplanetary shocks range

between 1.0 and 3.0 with an average of 1.5 (Feldman et al., 1983b).

The dependence oi electron and proton heating on shock strength

illustrated in fi~~re 2 for a sampi. of 61 interplanetary shocks (Feldman

is

et

al., 1983b). Superimposed are strai~:htlines representing polytrope relations

having adiabatic compressions in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions. Although both electron

and.ion heating Increases with increasing shock strength, none of the polytrope

relation~ provide an adequate representation of all the data. This

observation, howev~r, does not rule out the possibility that individual shock

transitlona obey differing polytrope relations.

The relative efficiency for heating electrons and ions ncross the same

sample of Interplanetary shocks IIIillustrated in fiaure 3 (Feldman et ●l.,

1983b). ThQ straight line represents equal heating, T=(d/u) = Tp(d/u).

Inspection shows that the ratio, Tp(d/u)/Te(d/u) is alwayo gr~ater than 1 and
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generally increases with Increased heating and hence from figure 2, increased

stock strength as indicated by N(d/u).

Another fact which indicates the microscopic c~mplexity of electron and

Ion heating across collisionless shocks is their differing length scales.

Whereas electrons generally heat rapidly near the upstream edge of the shock
.&

the ions heat over a much broader “regionext>ndlng well into the downstream

region (Montgomery et al., 1970; Montgomery, 1970; Bame et al., 1979; Goodrich,

1984; Quest, 1984). An example illustrating this fact for a bow shock crossing

on 7 November 1977 is shown in figure 4 (Bame et al., 1979). Comparison of the

width of the wedge giving the length scale for proton heating, with the trace

of electron temperature underneath for the same shock crossed by ISEE 1 (above)

and ISEE 2 (below), demonstrates this point.

A more explicit illustration of the differing length scales of electron

and proton heating is shown in figures 5 and 6, respectively, for a bow shock

crossing on 5 June 1967 (Montgomery, 1970). The numbered spectra in each

figure correspond to nearly simultaneous locations which increase in

penetration depth from the upstream (1) to the downstream (3) plasma regions.

Comparison of the intermediate spectra (2) in each figure with those

representin~ upstream (!) and dow~stream (3) conditions shows that whereas the

proton spectrum shows a higher energy, low-flux component superimposed on a

decelerated yet still cold main solar wind beam, the electrons have already

heated to their final downstream state.
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3) Electron Heating Mechanism

A shock transition is, by deflnit?.on,a relatively thin surface across

which the upstream plasma suffers an irreversible change in state upon passage

to the downstream region. This irreversibility, in turn, requires some form of

macroscopic dissipation. A self-consistent, two-step process is usually

envisaged. Macroscopic electric and magnetic fields are generated within the

shock layer in order tciconserve mass, momentum and energy. These fields

induce adiabatic changes in particle velocity distributions raising their level

of free energy. ?eyond levels which depend on the nature of the free energy

and the ambient plasma conditions, waves can be drlvdn unstable leading to

irreversible dissipation. This dissipation not only ~educes the free energy
4

below its respective threshold level but also affects the mass, ❑omentum and

energy balance across the shock. The shock-associated macroscopic fields must

then adjust to achieve self-consistency.

Applications to electrons have concentrated on three types of free energy

(see e.g. Tidman and Krall, 1971; Forslund and Shonk, 1970; Winske, 1984):

1) Changes in the magnetic field, i, across shocks induce a current,

j. -&(vxB), carried almost entirely by the electrons. Enhanced free

then results from the electron-ion relative drift speed, VD = J/(Ne),

is the nunher density and e is the electronic charge. 2) Changes

aagnitttde of B cause anisotropies in electron velocity distributions

energy

where N

in the

through

conservation of the magnetic moment, puT1/B, where T1 is the component of

temperature perpendicular to ~. This effect will tend to increase TL across

fast-mode shocks snd decrease Tl across slov-uode shocks. 7) Changes in the
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macroscopic electrostatic potenclal, Q, can accelerate electrons parallel to B

thereby enhancing the parallel free energy.

Each of

dissipation

the foregoing free energy sources ard their consequent microscopic

processes (see e.g. rev~ew by Winske, 1984) impart a

characteristic distortion to ambient electron velocity distributions. Assuming

these distributions have Gaussian shapes initially in the upstream region,

1) an induced current wtll appear within the transition layer as an offset

Gaussian having drift velocity parallel to the shock surface, 2) conservation

of p will appear downstream of fast-mode (slow-mode) shocks as a Gaussian with

increased (decreased) T~, and upstream of fast-mode shocks as a Gaussian having

a superimposed mirrored population, and 3) acceleration parallel to i will

appear downstream as a beam with drift velocity parallel to ~. The occurrence

of dissipation at the shock will appear upstream (downstream) as an upstream

(downstream) directed heat flux.

We start first with a review of observations acrom? low+ach number, fast-

mode shocks. A recent survey of electron velocity distributions, F(v), near

interplanetary shocks which often satisfy this criterion, showed heating mainly

perpendicular to B (Feldman et al., 1983c). This effect is demonstrated in

figure 7 for 3 low-Mach number, interplanetary shocks by overlays of c~lts

through upstream and downstream velocity distributions aligned parallel

(left-ha~d panel) and perpendicular (right-hand panel) to ~, respectively.

Whereas Iittle difference is seen between upstream and do~~tream F(v1) in the

left-hand panel, the downstream F(vl] is definitely broader than the upstream

F(v1) in the right-hand panel. In spite of this heating, however, the shapes

of both upstream and downstream F(vl) are very similar. Both of these
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qualitative effects are expected if the heating results from conservation

the magnetic moment, ~. A quantitative confirmation of this mechanism

demonstrated in figure 8 for another interplanetary shock.

stronger than the other three. As a result, some parallel

of

Is

TMs shock was

heating is seen in

the left-hand panel. However inspection of the upstream (triangles) and

downstream (squares) perpendicular cuts overlayed

that the perpendicular heating is larger. Also

panel is the perpendicular cut through F(v)

measured upstream assuming p = v~/B = constant.

measured downstream show~ that conservation of

in the right-hand panel shows

included in the right-hand

(circles) generated from that

Comparison with the F(v1)

p provides

measured F(vl) at low energies but overestimates the heating

Since the lo-energy part of F(vl) contains most of

predicted and measured values of Tl are nearly equal.

Heating parallel to ~ becomes relatively more important

a close fit to the

at high energies.

the electrons, the

for the stronger,

fast-mode shocks. The shapes of downstream velocity distributions also change

with shock strength. Whereas at low NJ(d/u)the shapes are Gaussian at low

energiws as shown in figure 7, at high N(d/u) they have flat tops at low

energies (Montgomery et al., 1970; Scudder et al., 1973; Ogflvis and Scudder,

1979; Feldman et al., 1982b). Figure 9 shows the fi~st published example of a

flat-topped electron velocity distribution measured just downstream of t~e

earth-s bow shock (Montgomery et al., 1970). Figure 10 shows overlayed

parallel and perpendicular cuts through distributions measured just downstream

of two relatively strong interplanetary shocks demonstrating the generally

greater importance of parallel heating (Feldman et ●l., 1983c). Similar

distribution% measured downstream of ● set of interplanetary shocks having

strengths which spanned the range 1 < N(d/u) < 4, were fit with modified
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Gaussian functio’s of the form fc(v) = Aew[-Xs], where X = (~~A)/Vo. This

form has the virtue that it is Gaussian when S=2 but becomes increasingly flaa

for v < vA as S increases above 2. The results of this analysis are summarized

in figures 11 and 12 (Feldman et al., 1983c). They show that downstream

distributions become increasingly flat as the shock strength .~ncreasesand that

electron heating increases with Increasing flatness.

Details of possible

the earth-s bow shock

therefore be probed with

nonreversible electron

electron heating mechanisms have come from studies of

because it stands in the solar wind flow and can

higher spatial resolution. The first indication of

heating came from observations of a separate component

of suprathermal electrons upstream of the shock (Scarf et al., 1971; Fredericks

et al., 1971; ??eugsbaueret al., 1971). The first attempt at a quantitative

measure of the energy flux transported by these electrons posed difficulties in

interpretation because it showed a substantial flux carried by electrons having

energy above 10 keV yet the amount carried below 10 keV

than that carried on average by the total (mostly

(Ogilvie et al., 1971). However subsequent measurements

the average bacl.streaming energy flux (Feldman et

was already greater

convective) solar wind

have shown that both

al., 1973) and the

downstreaming energy flux (Ogilvie and Scudder, 1979) are of orAer 10-2 ergs

‘2 S-l, representing a significant energy loss to the plasma within the shockcm

transition layer. Whereas the downstreaming heat flux has been observed

throughout the magnetosheath (Reiff and Reasoner, 197S; Ogilvie and Scudder,

1979), the backstreaming heat flux has been observed as far upstream as the

moon (-60 earth radii, Re, Reasoner, 1975) and the inner sun-earth LagKangian

point (-26L Re, Feldman et al., 1982a).
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into the dominant elect?on heating mechanism operating within the

shock has come from measurements made using the ISEE i12 fast

plasma analyzer (Bame et al., 1979). Cuts through 2-D velocity .istributians

parallel to ~ show the formation of a downstrea-dtrected electron beam

superimpose~ on a flat-topped background component as shown in ftgure 13

(Feldman et al., 1982b; Feldman et al., 1983a). Inspection of this example, as

well as of ~ny others, shows that the maximm of F(v8) in the beam decreases

as its mean energy increases v:th increasing penetration tnto the shock froa

its upstream edge. Eventually the part of F(v~) representing the beam, merges
9

Into the nearly flat-topped or slightly concave upward (see e.g. figure S)

shaped distributions characteristic of the downstream raa~etosheath. Although

the example in figure 13 represents the general case, one example of beams

having directions which alternate within a quasi-perpendicular shock has been

reported (Thomson et al.,

is not clear whether this

reflects beams entering

1984). Because of the near perpendicular geometry it

example represents a separate phenomenon or just

●he magnetosheath from both intersections of the

interplanetary magnetic field line with the curved bow shock (se& e.g.

discussion in Feldman et al., 1983a).

These observations lend themselves to a simple interpretation. which is a

small modification of Lhat originally prop(’sedby Forslund and Shonk (1970).

Electron velocity distributions within the bow shock seem to be shaped by the

I.lteractienbetween the downstreamdirected component of tncident solar wind

electrons, the upstream-directed componert of utagnetosheathelectrons and the

tnacroscooic,shock-associated electrostatic potential. A schematic picture of

this interaction is given in figure 14. Here, representations of F(vl) are

gtven at four different locatlona relative to the electrostatic potential ramp
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assuming that microscopic processes are not operating. The distribution just

Upetream of the shock (position 1) is therefore composed of two halves

separated by vfl= O. The electrons travelltng to the

encountered the shock and therefore still carry the shape of

velocity distributions. Those traveling to the. left

right have not yet

ambient solar wind .

are magnetosheath

electrons which have been decelerated by the potential, O. In order to reach

the upstream region, these electrons must have had initial kinetic energies in

the magnetosheath, Em6, sufficient to overcome eao, the total potential drop.

Their parallel energies in the solar wind are therefore El = Em5-e@o with

minimum ~fi= O. Part way Lp the ramp within the shock transition layer

(positions 2 and 3) electron dist:ibuticm have three distinct parts.

Electrons to the left of the dashed vertical lines Iabelled Vk with k = 2, 3 in

figure”’ 14, refer to unbound magnetosheath electrons having energies

Efl. Ems -e~c Their minimum energies are Eflk= + mVk2 = e~k. Between the twO

vertical dashed lines corresponding co speeds between fvk, are electrons

trapped by the potential well bounding the ~agnetosheath along ii. Their

velocity distribution is observed to be flat topped at low energies hence their

representation as such In figure 14. To the right of the vertical dashed line

at ‘Vk are thq initial solar wind electr’n9 which have been accelerated through

+?@k- ; ‘f’k2 and thereby cooled. In the magnetosheath (panel 4) the

distributions should be similar to thos~ observed wfthin the transition layer

with the exception that there + mV42 - e#o, the total potential drop. The

similarities between the measured distributions in figure 13 and those pictured

in figure 14 are evident. The dffferences~ presumably, result from plasma

instabilities generated by the accelerated solar wind beam. Theoretical

analyaea of measured distributions support this presumption (Thomsen ec al.,

1983; Tokar et al., 1984). .

.“
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Electron velocity distributions simiiar to those shown in flgurc.13 have

been observed across slow-mode shocks bounding the plasma sheet in the deep

geomagnetic tail (Feldman et al., 1984). Examples representing parallel cuts

through distributions measured 1) in the downstream plasma sheet (triangles),

2) within the shock Lransftion layer (squares), and 3) in the upstreamlobe

(circles), at about 19:20 UT on 2 Feb. 1983, are shown in figure 15. The

solid curve gives the Gaussian function providing a best fit to the 8 lowest

energy points of the measured upstream (lobe) distribution. The difference

between this surve and the ,.easured distribution, outlined as the hatched

region at negative electron speeds, identifies those electrons which carry the,

heat flux from the shock-heated transition layer into the$upstream lobe.

Ir?pection of the distribution measured within the transition layer shows

a beam at about Vfl= +4200 km/s. This beam has a velocity of opposite sign to

those of the electrons which carry the heat flux into the lobe. It is

therefore directed lnLo the downstream regiun, the same orientation as that

observed at the earth-s bod shock. The velocity distribution measured

downstream of the shock in the plasma sheet is also seen to be very similar to

Lypical magnetosheath distributions just downstream of the bow shock, both are

nearly flat topped or slightly concave upward.

Because the similarities in measured velocity distributions are so close,

it is reasonable to presume that the dorJnant heating mechan~sm with~t slow-

❑ode shocks is the same as that inferred to heat electrons within strong, fast-

mocle shocks. In both, electrons are accelerated into the downstream rngion.

The resultant downstream-directed beams are unstable to the generation cf waves

which than act to reduce the source of free energy by scattering and diffusing
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the beam tnto a nearly flat-topped velocity

original beam in the form of a slightly

distribution sometimes remains.

distribution.

concave lpward,

A remnant of the

dcynstream velocity

Much theoretical work on the physics of fast-mode shocks has shown that

the force which accelerates electrons across these shocks into the downstream

region is the component of the ‘gradient in the macroscopic electrostatic

potential which is parallel to d (Goodrich and Scudder, 1984). Becauee our

understanding of slow-mode shoc!cis much less complete, it Ss not known whether

the same mechanism controls the downstream electron acceleration here as well.

If this interpretation is correct then the electrostatic potentials across both

fast- and slow-mode shocks have the same sign. Both then act to decelerate

incident upstream ions and to accelerate’ incident upstream electrons. This

fact is significant because the gradients in magnetic field areopposltk acrcss

the two types of shocks. Whereas the resultatit~x~ force acts to decelerate

the plasma incident on fast-mode shocks, <t acts to accelerate the plasma into

slow-mode shocks. Although the electrostatic potential can act to balance this

force in the electron momentum equation for fast-mode shocks, a potential of

the same sign cannot provide the same balance across slow-mode shocks.

Consequently, if the electron beams observed within slow shocks are accelerated
--

by electric fields, then the JxB force must act only on the ions. However it

is also possible that the beams within slow shocks result from more complex

macroscopic elertric and magnetic fields so that both contribute to beam

generation. Numerical slmulntions could possibly provide some answers to thim

question.

\
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4) Summary and Conclusions

Information bearing on electron heating mechanisms operating at

collisionless shocks in near-earth space has been reviewed. When considered as

a fluid, electrcn heating incrc:aseswith increasing shock strength but remains

always less than the ion heating. The scale length of electron heating is also

generally less than that of the protons. A consequence of this difference is

that there usually existg a part of the shock-transition layer near the

upstream edge within which the electron temperature is higher than the

temperature of the main proton component.

*

The dominant mechanism which heats electrons depends on shock strength.

At the weaker shocks electrons heat primarily perpendicular to ~ by conserving

their magnetic moment. This mechanism transforms the usually Gaussian upstream

velocity dfstributians into Gaussian-shaped ckownstream distributions. In

contrast, electrons heat primarily parallel to B at the stronger shocks forming

flat-topped downf~tream velocity distributions. The dominant mechanism

responsible for this heating at fast-mode shocks is thought to be ths

acceleration of a magnetic field-aligned electron berm into the downstream

region by the parallel component of a macroscopic electric field,

Thermalization results from beam-driven ❑icroinstabilities. Although progress

in understanding the relationst.ipbetween electron heating and the cross-shock

potentie.1drop has been made recently (Goodrich and Scudder, 1984) many

uncertainties remain; Possible contributions to the total heating from

conearvation of the magnetic moment and from cross-field, currant-driven

instabilities in these shocks cannot be ruled out.
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Electron

thermallzation

heating at slow-mode shocks is also dominated by the

of downstream-directed electron beams. However for this case,

the acceleration mechanism is not yet established. If the force causing the

acceleration results from a macroscopic electric field, then the field must

have the same sign as that within fast-mode shocks. In this case the ~fi-force

resulting from the magnetic field gradient must act only 0,1the ions. However

it is possible that both electrostatic potential and magnetic field gradients

accelerate the observed electron beams in which case the shock structure must

be more complex. It might be possible to resolve this question using numerical

simulations.

Although much has been learned by past studies of electron heating at

collisionless shocks, many questions remain unresolved. For example, it ib not

known what determines the magnitude of the electrostatic potential across fast-

mode shocks and how it depends on the various plasma parameter such as 1) the

upstream ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure, 2) the angle between the

magnetic field and the shock normal, and 3) the upstream Mach number, Nor is

it known what determines how much energy electrons can gain from the

electrostatic potential upon crossing the shock. This energy is an important

factor in the final partition o!!thermal energy between electrons and ions.

The role of cross-field current-driven instabilities 18 also uncertain at the

data of this review, Al\dfinally, the physics controlling el~ctron heating at

slow-m>de shocks IS completely unknown.

●
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Figure Captions

m ~ Measurements of the solar wind flow speed, number density and

electron and proton temperatures across both the earth-s bow shock at

about 0052 UT, 0141 UT and 0155 UT and across an interplanetary shock

between 0141 UT and 0155 UT using the Vela 4B plasma analyzer on 26 Feb.

1969. Maximum and minimum values of the electron temperature are given by

the two solid line traces and those for the protons are given by the upper

and lower endpoints of the vertical lines. Note that the ratio of

downstream to upstream proton temperatures across each of the shocks is

greater than

temperatures

observed at

that for the electrons (from Hundhausen et al., 1970).

of the ratios of downstream to upstream proton and electron

against similar density ratios for 41 interplanetary shocks

ISEE 3 b-tween Aug. 1978 and Dec. 1979. The solid llnes

represent polytrope laws, T(d/u), = N(d/u)Y-l, for adiabatic compressions

in one (y=3), two y=2) and three (y=513) dimensions, :?.spectively(from

Feldman et al., 1983b).

Figure 3 A scatter plot showing the correlation between upstream and

downstream electron and proton temperatures for the same 41 interplanetary

shocks in figure 2. The straight line indicates equal ratios (from

Feldman et al., 1983b).
d

-i Plots of the electron density, temperature and pressure measured

aboard ISEE 1 (top) and ISJM 2 (Aottom) across the bow shock on 7 Nov.

1977. The wedsea alwve both electron temperature traces indicate the

approximate time required for ion thermaliz~tion (from Bame et al,, 1979).

~igure S Cuts through electron velocity distributions measured using Vela 4

during ● croseing of the bow shock from the solar wind (1) to the

magnetosheath (3) on 5 June 1967 (from Montgomery 1970).



Figure 6 Cuts through ion velocity

the same bow shock crossing
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distributions measured using Vela 6 for

as used in figure 5. The numbers in both

figures identify the same measurement times. Note that by cut number 2

the ions have slowed but not thermalized whereas the electrons have heated

to their maximum downstream temperature (from Montgomery, 1970).

F?gure 7 Overlays of cuts through electron velocity distributions aligned

parallel (left-hand side) and perpendicular (right-hand side) to ~

measured at ISEE 3 both upstream and downstream of 3 weak interplanetary

shocks . Note that all heating is perpendicular to ~ and that both the

upstream and downstream cuts through F(v) are Gaussian at low energies

(from Feldman et al., 1983c).
,

Figure 8 Overlays of cuts through electron velocity distributions aligned

parallel (left-hand side) and perpendicular (right-hand side) to “~

measured at ISEE 3 both upstream (triangles) and downstream (squares) of a

moderately weak interplanetary shock on 4 Oct., 1978. The circles in the

right-hand panel gives the upstream velocity distribution transformed

assuming the magnetic moment, =v~/B, is conserved (from Feldman et ●l.,

1983c).

Figure 9, Cuts through raagnetosheath electron velocity distributions using

Vela 4 on 20 June 1967. Note the characteristic flat top at velocities

less than about 6000 km/s corresponding to -100 eV (from Montgomery et

al., 1970)0

Figure 10 Overlays of cuts through electron velocity distributions measured

parallel and perpendicular to ~ downstream of a strong interplanetary

knocks at ISEE 3. Note that the heating parallel to ~ is greater than

that perpendicular to B (from Feldman et al., 1983c).
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Figure 11 A scatter plot shoirfngthe correlation between the flatness index,

S,, of parallel cuts through F(v), and the ratio of downstream to upstream

density ratios for a set of interplanetary shocks at ISEE 3. St = 2 for a

GaussIan and increasing S, yields increasingly flat shapes at low energies

as explained in the text (from Feldman et al., 1983c).

Figure 12 A scatter plot showing the correlation between the ratio of

downstream to upstream election temperatures and the flatness index, SB,

of parallel cuts through F(v), for the same set of interplanetary shocks

as used in figure 11.

Figure 13 An overlay of parallel cuts

during a crossing of the earth-s

to the magnetosheath (diamonds) on

through

bow shock

13 Dec. :

\

F(v) measured using ISEE-2

from the solar wind (circles)

977. Note the formation of a

g a direction pointed towardsbeam at negative electron speeds representil

the magnetosheath from the solar wind. The beam increases in energy and

decreases in amplitude as the penetration toward the magnetosheath

increases (from Feldman et al., 1982b).

Figure 14- A schematic picture of the cuts through electron velocity

distributions parallel to ~ expected at four differenL locations ranging

from upstream (1) to downstream (4) of the ramp in electrostatic

potential, Q, assuming microinstabilities do not operate. A full

explanation is given in the text.

Fig~re 15 Cu.s through electron velocity distributions measured parallel to ~

using ISEE 3 in the deep geomagnetic tail across a slow-mode shock

separating the upstream lobe (circles) from the downstream plasma sheet

(triangles). The hatched region at negative electron speeds outlines the

electrons carrying heat flux from the shock to the upstream lobe in the

lobe (circles) and the peak centered at V = +4200 km/s measured within the
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shock (squares) show a beam of electrons accelerated into the downstream

plasma sheet.
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